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Directional
DELIGHT!DELIGHT!

Stitch Recipe:
830830

BY JILL BRALEY

With the 830, this stitch recipe is sewn completely in one direction,

with no pivoting or realignment. What makes the 830 directional

stitching stand out from that of previous models? The connecting

stitch screen – there’s no longer any need to fi gure out the movement

using a compass, as the 830 determines it for you based on the stitch

arrangement you create in the connecting stitch screen! What could

be easier?

830 Supplies
•  Sideways Motion Foot #40C

•  Needle appropriate for
thread selected
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4-  Instead of pivoting and rotating your
stitches manually, the 830 offers NEW
functionality. It’s able to rotate a large
variety of stitches in 360 different
directions!

3- Gather another stitch, #439. Select the
new Multi-Directional Sewing icon.

2- Gather stitches - #761, one of 261
new stitches found on the 830!

1- Open Combi Mode.

5- Rotate the stitch pattern in direction
270°; confi rm the changes by touching
the green checkmark ( ).

6-  The combination is beginning to
come together, but there is even
more that can be done to line up the
complete combination just the way
you want it.

7-  Touch the Multifunction icon (eye-
glasses) to preview the combination
as it will sew out. The 830 offers yet
one more new exciting feature with the
new Connecting Stitches icon.

8-  In the Connecting Stitches screen,
use your fi nger or touch pen to “drag
and drop” your stitches to the perfect
location to sew exactly what you
envision.

9-  Here is the adjusted combination.
Look in the far left preview screen;
notice that the stitches will not sew
out in a continuous straight line. Let’s
make one more adjustment.

10-  The Connecting Stitches screen
enables you to move single motifs
or groups of motifs. The group was
moved to create a straight row of
continuous stitching on the left.
Confi rm your creation by touching
the green checkmark ( ).

11- Preview screen. Touch the red X
to leave the active screen and return to
Combi Mode.

12-  Combi Mode screen and you are
ready to sew! Touch Pattern Begin;
attach Sideways Motion Foot #40C;
stitch your creation. No pivots or
rotations are necessary – the 830
moves and feeds the fabric for you!
All you do is simply guide the work.

MANUAL SEWING INSTRUCTIONS FOR OTHER MODELS
Technique
Attach Clear Foot #34/34C. Select artista stitch #740 or other scallop stitch. Sew the fi rst pass.

Attach Open Embroidery Foot #20/20C. Select artista stitch 439 or other diamond-shaped
stitch. Engage the Single Pattern function and the Securing function.

Line up the beginning of the stitch as shown in
the photo and sew the pattern perpendicular to
the fi rst row of stitching. Repeat as desired.

 Supplies
 • Clear Foot #34/34C

 •  Open Embroidery Foot #20/20C

 •  Needle appropriate for thread
selected

 •  Marking tools


